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Consider the differential equation 
(1) yn)=f(t,y,...,y{n-l)), n^4. 
Let R = (~oo, oo), R+ = [0, oo), n0 be the entire part of n/2, Dn = R+x R
n
9 
AT ={1 ,2 , . . . } . 
In all the paper we shall suppose that f:Dn-+R fulfils the local Carath^odory 
conditions, there exists a e {0,1} such that 
(2) \-lYAt,xl,...,xn)x1Z:0 inDn 
holds and n + a is odd;.n0 is even. 
Denote C*(/>, / c R+ the set of all continuous function which have continuous 
derivatives up to the order k on /. Lloc(/*+) is the set of all functions, defined on R+, 
integrable on every finite segment of R+. , 
By a solution of (1) defined on / c R+ we shall mean a function yeC
n~\l) 
foi which yw"1) is absolutely continuous on each segment of the interval /and y 
satisfies (1) for almost all f e /. Let y be a solution of (1) defined on [7, oo), Og i. 
y is called proper if for large /: sup | y(s) \ > 0 holds, y is called singular if theie 
exists b G (/, oo) such that ^ = 0on [fe, oo) and sup | y(s) \ > 0 for / e [?, b). The 
t£*<b 
proper (singular) solution y is called oscillatory if there exists an increasing sequence 
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of its zeros tending to oo (to 6). In the other case y is called nonoscillatory. The 
solution y s 0 on R+ is called trivial. 
In the two last decades a great effort is devoted to the study of proper solutions 
of (1), (2). One of the important problems consists in the study of conditions 
under which the proper solution of (1), (2) tends to zero for t -* oo (see [3], [6], 
[7], [9]). Our goal lies in studying this problem foi oscillatory solutions. 
The problem of vanishing of a solution y for t -» oo is very closely tied to the 
validity of the condition 
(3) I{y) = Jly^Xty\2&t<x> 
o 
as it is shown in [3,7]. Moreover, if I(y) = oo for an oscillatory proper solution y 
and for /being continuous on Dn9 then j<
w°-a) is unbounded, and under the validity 
of some assumptions on/ , y is unbounded, too (see [3]). 
First, let us state an inequality of Kolmogorov- Horny type: 
v Lemma 1. Lei- oo < a < b < oo, k ^ 2, y e Cfc-1[a, i ] , J**""1* is absolute con-
tinuous, Vj = max I J>(0(0 I for i = 0, 1,.. . , k - 1, vk ̂  | y
ik\t) \ for almost all 
t e [a, b\ Let y{i) have a zero in [a, b] for i = 1, 2 , . . . , k - 1. Then 
Kiguradze [6] proved this statement for y e Ck[a9 ft] when proving his lemma 9.1. 
In our case the proof is the same. 
/ Now, we give twcr existence theorems for oscillatory proper solutions tending 
to zero for t -> oo which generalize some results in [4]. 
Theorem 1. Suppose that there exist positive numbers s9,Mandfunctions a: R+ -+ 
-• JR+,, g : [0, e] -» R+ such that a e Lloc(R+\ g e C°[0, e], g(0) = 0, g(x) > 0 for 
x > 0 and 
(4) a(t)g(\xl\)£\f(t,xlr,..,xn)\£M£\xi\ on S + x [ - s , e ] " 
< : ' ; - • ' ' . ' ' ' • ; ' . • 
holds and let one of the following assumptions be valid 
2° k 6 [l,oo), g(x) = x\ l i m r ^ " ( 1 + t a ( t ) = oo; 
3°, .; a = 0, a(ty=M1>0 forteR+, 
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Then there exists an oscillatory proper solution y of{\)9 defined in some neighbourhood 
of oo and y fulfils the conditions 
(5) lim />(*) = 0, i = 0 ,1 , . . . , n - 1, 
t-*OD 
Proof. Let a = 1 and X = 1 in the case 1°. We can suppose, that g is non-
decreasing for 1° without loss of generality. Let us define functions / : Dn ~> R 
and g : R+ -+ R+ 
xt = xt for | xt | ^ s9 
x{ = s sign xf for | xf | > fi, i = 1, 2 , . . . , H, 
/(f, *!, . . . ,*„) = / ( ' , * ! , . . . , *„ ) for | x t | g e, 
(6) = a(r) | xx |
A sign x t + fit,xl9...,x„) for | Xj | > s, 
Six) = g{x) for 1°, g(x) - xx for 2°. 
From these definitions and from (4) we have in both cases 1° and 2° in D„ 
(7) a{t)g(\:X1\)^\f(t9xl9...9jcH)\ £(Kt)\Xl\* + MrngMilxJ
1 + Mne, 
where Mx is a suitable constant. Thus, with respect to [8, Th. 1.1, 1.3] and 
[7, Lemma 1.5] there exists a non-trivial solution y of the differential equation 
(8) y(n)=Rt9y9...,/»-») 
defined on R+ and satisfying (3); such solution fulfils 
(9) lim y(t) = 0 
in case 2°. As according to (4) singular solutions do not exist, y is proper. Further, 
with respect to (7) the equation (8) has only oscillatory proper-solutions (see so 
called Property A, [6, Consequence of Th. 14.1]) and the relation (9) follows 
the case 1 ° from Theorem 4 of [3] (this theorem is proved only for fe C°(Dn)9 but 
if/fulfils the local Carath6odory conditions, the proof is similar). Thus (9) is 
valid in both cases and y is oscillatory proper. It is clear from (7), (8), (9)* that y{n) 
is bounded for almost all t on R+ and according to Lemma 1 (5) holds. It is clear 
that with respect to (6) y is a solution of (1), too. For a = 0 the proof is similar. 
We must use Property B (see [6]) instead of Property A and [2] instead of [3]. 
The theorem is proved. 
Theorem 2. Let there exist a number e*> 0 and functions a: R+ -* R+, d : R+ -• 
-+R+f g:R+-+R+9 h:R
n°+i->R+9 such that a9 d e Lloc(R+), geC°(R+)9 
g is nondecreasing, g(x) > 0 for x > 0, h{.9 xi9..., xm)eLl0Q(R+) for arbitrary 
xi j • • •» xno G &+ » * is nondecreasing with respect to the last n0 variables. Further, 




(10) l / 0 , * i x j l £ d ( 0 £ l * i l on R+x[-s,e~]
n, 
a(t)g(\ xt.\) g. | / ( / , xu..., xH) | ^ A0, | x, | , . . . . | xna |)x 
(11) x [ l + f |x(i
v '] on J 
i = no + l 
Aotf if*o* J - H+ x [ - a , e3,+ 1 x JP—», y4 = 2 n - 2 n 0 - l fl„j ^ = „Q _ 2 
L\ — ^n,Q — 1 • 
(s = n0 — 1) fri.f/re owe 1° (2°). Then there exists an oscillatory proper solution y 
of (I) defined in some neighbourhood of oo such that 
(12) l im/° (0 = 0, i = 0,l , . . . ,s 
t~»00 
AoW .̂ If J — Dn9 then this solution is defined on R+. 
Proof is similar to that one of Theorem 1, only we use 
'/(/, xi9...9xn) = f(t9Xi9...,Xg+l9x9+29...,xn). f o r l x j ^ a 
88 *(0]*i |Asignxx + f(t9xl9...9xs+l9xa+29..., x„) for | ^ | > c 
instead of (6). If / = Z)n, we use directly /instead of/. 
Remark. If the inequality (10) is omited from the assumptions of Theorem 2, 
then there exists a solution of (1) with the property (12) which is either oscillatory 
proper or oscillatory singular. This conclusion follows from the proof and from 
the fact that nonoscillatory singular solutions do not exist (see ]£iguradze's lemma 
[6, lemmas 14.1, 14.2]). 
In the rest of the paper we shall study the differential equations of the fourth 
order, n = 4, a = 1. 
Lemma 2. Let n = 4, a = 1 and let y be an oscillatory proper solution of (1) 
or which (3) holds. Then lim>>(0(f) ~ 0, i == 1,2. If9 moreover, there exist e > 0 
t-*ao 
and a continuous function g : R+ -+ R+ such that g(x) > 0 for x > 0 and 
jipY-*fl *i I) ^ l/fo xi> x2> *3> *4> I on R+ x [ - e , e ]
4 
hold9 then lira y°\t) = 0, j = 0, 1, 2 is vafid. 
/ -•oo / 
, Proof. Define z(t) - -y'(t)y(t) + 2 j [/(t)]2 dt, teR+. Then (see (1), (2)) 
. o. 
zV) =- -y'(t)y(t) + b ' ( 0 ] 2 , «*(0 = -y"{t)y{f) + / ( / ) / ( / ) , 
z"(0 - ^/*Kt)yif) + [ / 0 ) ] 2 £ 0 for almost all t e fl+. 
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In [3] it was proved for fe C°(D4) that | z
(f) | are nonincreasing 
(13) lim z(O(0 = 0, 1 = 1,2, l i m / ( 0 = 0, J t\ yw(f)y(t)\ dt < oo 
t-*oo f-*oo 0 
hold. This statement can be proved for / fulfilling the local CarathSodory condi-
tions similarly. 
It was proved in [1] that there exist sequences {tlk}9 Ice N, i = 0, 1, 2, 3 and 
T e { - 1 , 1} such that 0 = t°k < t\ < t\ < t\ < f£+1, lim t\ = oo, / > ( $ = 0, 
( - 1 ) V ° ( 0 < 0 on [&*£), i= 1,2,3, (-iyxy^(t)>0 on (t{, t°k+1), j •« 
= 0, 1, 2, T / ( 0 = 0 on [f|, /£+1] hold. Thus | / ( f ) | is over the tangent (under 
the tangent) on [f°, **] ( [ £ t°k + 1]\ 
(14) | y\t) | (| / ( * ) |) is nonincreasing on [ £ /*2+1] ([& 'o])> * e N. 
Put 
Ak = tk — h> dkl = rfc+1 — fk, Jfc2 = tk — fe, Jfc3 = ffc — ffc> 
42 = [*fc> *fc]> 43 = [**> **]> 4 ^ L*fc> * * ] • 
First, we prove that the sequence of the absolute values of local extremes of 
/ - {I / (*) I}? is non-increasing. If Ak2 > Ak3, then by use of (14) we have 
(15) I y \ t l - , ) I = i y"{tl) | = J | y'"{t) | dr ^ J | y'"(i) | At = I /<*?) I. 
If Ak2 ^ Jfc3, then by use of (14) we have 
\y\tl)\ = \\y\t)\dt^\y\tl)\Aul9 
Ik2 2 
I y'itl) I = / < # I - I yVl) I = J I / ( I ) I dt = I /(# 14^ " 
and thus 
| /'(43-i) | £. | / (**) | ^ | / ( £ ) I ^ L . £ Iy"(t!)\. 
Aki 
From this and from (15), in both cases, the sequence {| /(**) |}5° is non-increasing. 
We prove by the indirect proof that l im/(f) = 0. Thus, with respect to the last 
r-*oo 
result we can suppose, that there exists a constant M > 0 such that 
(16) | / ( ^ ) | ^ M ; keN 




oo tk + i oo f r t _ , 2 "12 




(17) I 4uj< oo. 
As 




then according to (17) 
(19) l i m | / U 2 ) | = oo. 
* - > o o 
Thus, by use of,(14) 
I y'\tl) | & = j | f\tl) | (,2 _ ,) d* g J | /'(0I dr = 
(20) H/(&l + l/(tf)l->o, 
fc->oo 
lim J* = 0. From this and from (17) M = —max (f°+1 - f£) < oo. By use of 
Levin's lemma [6, Lemma 4.7] and (3) we have 
JV(0)2dts f T(/(0)2d*^ £M2, jV(0)2d* <r 
jo & s s l fo k=l to 
(21) ^ M 2 J ( / ' ( 0 2 d f < o o . 
0 
As the function z is nondecreasing* it is clear that z(oo) < oo and (see (13) and (2)) 
f * V ( 0 ] 2 d* - 2 f J J ly"(l)T dtdtdtZ 2 J J J z"'(0dtd(df < oo. 
0 0 t * 0 t t 
If we use this result and Carlson's inequality [5], we get 
,J | y\t) | df ^ TTCJ If (Of dr ]t\y\t)f df]1'4 < oo. 
0 0 0 
Thus, by virtue of (18) and (20) 
(22) °o>£ Jl/(0ld^^-f -£-, 
Let Nt c N be the set of indexes k such that J* ^ 2lfcl. Then it follows from (22) 
that £ Ak < oo. If 4 < Akl, by use of (17) we have 
JkeJV-JVi ' keN-Ni 
Thus 
• \ ' £ 4 k < o o , ' • £ 4 k + 4 i < * > 
JUiV JfceJV 
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which contradicts the fact that lim f£ = oo. This contradiction proves that 
( - • 0 0 
l im/( r ) = 0. 
t-+ao 
Now we prove by indirect proof that lim y(t) = 0. Thus suppose without toss 
( - • 0 0 
of generality that y(tl) ^ Mt > 0, k e N. Let s be an arbitrary number, s £ e, 
s ^ Mt. Define numbeis x\, x\ in the following way: t* < %\ < %\ < t\> 
lj>(4)l = y > \y(?l)\ =*> keN, Jk = [*cl*k\-
 T h e n t h e r e e x i s t s a n i n d e x 
k0 e N such that (see (13): lim z"{t) = 0) 
t-»00 
(23) s/2 g . | tfO'l ^ ' , I y ° ( 0 I ^ s, i = 1,2, 3, t e Jk, k £ fc0 
holds. Moreover, x\ — x\ Si 1/2 because 
s/2 = j KT^) I - | j(ri) | = J | j;'(01 df ^ . • ' 
From this and from (23), (13) we have 
0 fc = 0 /k 
^ "T" £ (T* " T») = °°' c == m n gW-
This contradiction proves the theorem. 
Remark. It follows from the proof of the lemma 2 that the sequences of the 
absolute values of local extremes o f / and y" - {| y'(tl) |}, {| y"(tl) |}, k e NSLTG 
nonincreasing. 
By use of Lemma 2 the existence Theorem 2 can be generalized. 
Theorem 3. Let n = 4, a = 1, //*£?/•£ exist number e > 0 and functions g : R2 -* 
-> 1S+, rf: JR+ -* R+, A : #+ -» # + such that g e C0OR+), g is nondecreasing with 
respect to the first argument, g(xi9 xz) > 0 for xt > 0, d€Lioc(R+), h(.,xi9x2) e 
eLloc(R+)for arbitrary xl9x2e'R+ and h is nondecreasing with respect to the last 
two variables. Further, let (10) be valid and 
(24) j^rYgQxi\>\x2\)£\f(t,xl9x2,x39x4)\ on JR + xJx[-e ,e]
2 , 
l / ( ' .*i .*2.*3.*4)l ^ Kt,\xx\,\x2])(l + | x 3 |
3 + | x 4 |) on R+xJxxR 
where J = [e, e]2, /x = [ —e, e]
3. 77*£« //*£/•* ^x to fl« oscillatory proper solution y 
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of (1), defined in some neighbourhood of oo such that 
(25) lim y{\t) = 0, i = 0,1, 2 
t-*(X> 
holds. If Jr = jR2 awrf /A = R
3, then this solution is defined on R+. 
Proof. The statement of the theorem can be proved similarly to Theorem 2, 
where we put / ( / , xt, x2, x3, x4) = / ( / ,x l 9 x 2 , x 3 9 x4), g{x1, x2) = g(x ;, *2); *, 
are given by (6). Thus y^-j-f (|- *i U *2 I) ^ I/('> * i , *2 > *3> * J I on # + x #
3 x 
x[—e, e]. Then the existence of the solution j of (8), defined on R+, is guar-
anteed. We must consider two facts, only. First, we can see that the assumptions 
of Lemma 2 are fulfilled and thus (25) is valid if j^ is oscillatory proper. The 
second fact consists in the conclusion that the proper solution y must be oscil-
latory. Let us prove this fact. According to Kiguradze's lemma every nonoscil-
latory proper solution with the property (3) must fulfil the conditions 
(26) y(i\t) * 0 / = 0, 1,2, 3, | y(t) | is increasing, 
I y\t) I is deci easing in some neighbourhood of 00, 
lim yu\t) = 0, j = 2, 3. 
Suppose, that for y (26) holds. Then we have for a sufficiently large r 00 > 
> i r W I - f l / 4 ) ( 0 I dt §; J _ * £ ( | J < T ) U / ( 0 \)dt*K] -±-7 d /= oo,tf = 
= min f ( r , j r )>0 , where st = max | / ( 0 I * This contradiction shows that 
every proper solution is oscillatory. The theorem is proved. 
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